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---

**Experience and Expertise**

What experience and expertise in scientific collaboration, contemplative practices, and community-building is available to us today? How can we harness our collective key insights, integrate them, and build upon them, to co-create a contemplative scientific collaboration and actualize it in a contemplative scientific community?

---

**Pathways of Wholeness**

How can science and contemplative practice become joined pathways of wholeness in our lives? How can we as scientists engage in a genuine contemplative life, as we engage in our scientific practice, here and now? What is our most fundamental aspiration for being contemplative scientists? Can we pause and inquire: what serves the highest good here?

---

**Practices and Processes**

Which practices and processes can enable and support successful scientific collaboration? What skillful „best practices“ can we cultivate on individual, collective and systemic levels? How might our engagement in such practices inform, support and enhance our collaboration? Can our collaborative process itself become part of our practice?

---

**Values and Intentions**

Which shared values and intentions would inform, guide and support a contemplative scientific collaboration and community? How can we support each other to live and work in accordance with our agreed-upon shared values and intentions? Can we consistently show up for ourselves and for each other to „be the change“?

---

**Key Factors and Systemic Principles**

Which key factors and systemic principles can enable and support successful scientific collaboration? Can we make lasting collaborative efforts to „increase“ and share available resources, to transition from scarcity-based overdrive competition to abundance-based collaboration and „coopetition“ in service of the whole?

---

**Resources**

How can we co-create a contemplative scientific collaboration, community and culture that becomes aligned with tried-and-tested supporting key factors and systemic principles, grounded in shared values and intentions, nurtured by skillful „best“ practices and processes, based on a shared recognition of wholeness, as pathways of wholeness, in service of wholeness, and integrating available experience and expertise in scientific collaboration, contemplative practices, and community-building?

---
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